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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The BMW N54 engine featured in the i, i, and i is
one of the most tune-able engines ever. The N54 engine has forged internals, meaning it can
handle an immense amount of power without requiring any expensive engine modifications.
BMW rates the engine at hp and tq to the crankshaft directly out of the factory. It is widely
known that BMW undershoots their power estimates, and this is especially true with the stock
N54 putting down roughly hp and tq to the wheels! This guide will take you step-by-step on the
mods necessary to build a hp i, i or i. Horsepower is created from combustion. So to make more
horsepower you need more combustion. This means that the car needs to pump more gas into
the combustion chambers to create more horsepower your mpg will go down, yes. As a result,
gas is left in the engine and then can pre-detonate, or cause misfires due to the high
temperature levels in the engine. Before shooting for significant horsepower gains, you should
change your spark plugs! But which spark plugs should you be using? The OEM spark plugs
are great, but only if you are running stock boost levels. More boost causes for more fuel, which
creates more combustion, which creates higher engine temperatures! These higher engine
temperatures are what cause pre-detonation and misfires. Spark plugs have heat ranges which
control the temperature that they ignite at. Using a colder spark plug will reduce engine
temperatures and prevent misfires and pre-detonation caused by burning more gasoline.
Ignition coils should be replaced every time you replace your spark plugs. Ignition coils power
the spark plugs â€” bad coils can cause the same problems as bad spark plugs so it is
important to replace these as well. Check out these guides if you are already FBO and looking
for the next step! These upgrades with proper tuning will take the N54 to its limit on stock
turbos, which is right around the whp ballpark. We recommend keeping things a bit more
modest unless you intend to upgrade the turbos anyways. We will also dive into a few
supporting bolt-on mods to help make the power. Dual cone intakes are an essential bolt-on
upgrade for your N54 if you are looking to further tune and modify your car. This was the first
mod Zach and I put on our cars, and it is, in my opinion, one of the most necessary supporting
mods for breaking hp. Aside from additional horsepower, you also get an awesome and
aggressive engine sound that is intoxicating. If you are unsure of which dual cone intake is the
best for you, you can read our tuning guide on intakes which lists all of the available options,
their prices, and horsepower gains. Zach and I run the BMS intakes, and are more than pleased
with the results. Second on the list is a set of catless downpipes. The catalytic converters on
the OEM downpipes are very restrictive, and limit the amount of airflow leaving the engine. This
becomes an issue when we put a tuner on our car and increase our boost pressure psi. With
catless downpipes, you will be able to run more air through the turbo system which results in
higher boost pressures, and better spool times. These are second on my list after the dual cone
intakes, because once you are bringing more air into the engine and turbos, you will need to
allow more air to flow out. Downpipes and an intake are the best mods to do before you add a
tuner to your car. These mods will allow the tuner to maximize horsepower gains through
increased boost. As with above we are looking for a cost-effective set of downpipes, so we

recommend the VRSF downpipes. Definitely one of the best bolt-on mods for the N54 engine. As
a disclaimer, removing the catalytic converters on your N54 will result in the car failing
emissions tests. Alright, when it comes to tuners for the N54, no product holds more world
records than the JB4. The JB4 has the record for the highest horsepower N54, and also has
more cars running in the 11 seconds on the quarter miles than any other tuner. It just so
happens that the JB4 is the best, and the most cost efficient. Read our guide on N54 tuners to
decide which is best for you! Bolt-on mod 4 on our road to hp, is a front mount intercooler. An
intercooler cools the air that comes from the turbos, before entering the engine. The OEM
system is designed to support low boost levels and lower levels of airflow. With a DCI and
downpipes you are going to need an intercooler that can support the amount of air you are
bringing into the car. The JB4 tune, or any of the others, will have you running higher boost
pressure. Running high psi of boost on the OEM intercooler is dangerous because it
overwhelms the system, creating heatsoak from high air temperatures which results in a loss of
power. VRSF is once again, the best cost-efficient manufacturer. I recommend the 7. This app
allows you to directly flash your ECU and run various different tune setups, etc. It plugs directly
in to your car and is a great tool for monitoring and data logging various engine figures.
Horsepower: Depends on the flash you run, check the posts below for additional info. These 5
mods will get you to hp at the crank, but what about at the wheels? For those who want a
serious WHP, keep reading! When you reach the point of hp or upwards, you are really going to
need a performance chargepipe. The chargepipe supports boost pressure, and once we starting
increasing our boost pressure with our tuner and other mods, the OEM chargepipe is likely to
fail. The OEM system will commonly leak boost pressure, resulting in less boost and therefore
less power. Replacing it ensures you will be holding the maximum boost power possible, and it
will prevent the chargepipe from cracking or bursting while you are driving. Some people like to
upgrade it before they start increasing boost pressures, others just replace it when they blow
their stock pipe. The choice is up to you, but expect to have to eventually upgrade your
chargepipe. At higher percentages of ethanol fuel, your stock pump will hit capacity and not be
able to pump fuel fast enough. The dudes there are great and their pumps are the most praised
in the community. You can read about it on my build thread , and about my fantastic experience
ordering new Michelin Pilot Super Sports from Tire Rack. The performance benefit of new high
performance tires is enough in itself for you to grab a new set for the summer. But lets also
keep in mind the safety benefit of new tires as well. The last thing we want is your N54 in a tree
and you in the hospital. Intake inlets are the piping that goes from the intake filters to the
turbochargers themselves. From the picture above you can see the dual cone intakes, the inlets
are the aluminum piping that follows the filters down to the turbos. The small size of the inlets
decreases the amount of air fed to the turbos, which results in less turbo boost. A set of
upgraded inlets, such as the VRSF inlets, features larger piping all the way through, increasing
air flow and boost pressure. Inlets are a great upgrade for the stock turbos, as they generate
more than 50whp and 60wtq, and also increase the natural boost pressure by more than 3psi.
Inlets are a necessary upgrade for people whom are upgrading their turbos, as the stock inlets
are too small for upgraded turbos. We recommend this mod if you are a very handy DIY expert
and can handle something of this magnitude yourself. Jakeâ€¦ I seriously think that you should
go back and re-examine your comments on the 2Jz.. I own both a Supra and a i. My Supra puts
down WHP on my stock engine. No way I would trust my N54 to do that. I am just telling you this
as a fellow enthusiast to keep people from discrediting your page. N54s are great, but they are
not that greatâ€¦. Sorry for the late reply. I appreciate the feedback! I think I could have put a
little more clarification behind what I really meant. I think the N54 world record which we are
doing a post on soon puts down approx. But I do think, when it comes to the stock block, the
N54 is built better. I guess i should start by mentioning that power is relative to the platform it is
on, so it is tough to compare just numbers when we talk about the 2JZ and N If we look at this in
a unique wayâ€¦the N54 stock block will handle whp, on a platform that maxes out at whp. A 2JZ
stock block that can handle hp, or even hp, on a platform that can handle whp is less
impressive on a relative basis. Regardless, both are fantastic engines, and definitely in my
opinion the two best engines ever produced from a tuner aspect. I think you owning both is
awesome, and would love to get your take on both of them! I think it would be interesting and
unique and the readers here would love it! Thanks for the comment. I shot him an email and
offered for him to write about both of his cars here, I would love to feature that. My goal is for
this website to be more of a community rather than just a site of me, and disagreements are part
of what makes a community a community. I welcome everyone to share their feedback on what I
write, and also open my site up for anyone else to write about what they want to on it. Are you
gonna make a post about upgraded twins vs big single? Just found this and helps me a lot with
me planning on buying a i. Yes, we will eventually be doing an upgraded turbos post and will

discuss twins verses single. Not sure when exactly it will get written, but I can bump it to the top
of my to-do list for you! Just subscribe to our email box and you will get a notification when it
gets posted. Just keep in mind that these cars have some common issues you can read my post
about them here: N54 Common Engine Problems. If you buy a car that is outside of that
warranty time period, you can be in for some expensive repairs if you run into issues. Hence, I
would be careful buying a i with 85, on it unless it has already had the HPFP and Turbos
replaced. Some dual cone intakes, downpipes, and a JB4 will have you putting down more than
your old STI to the wheels. Looking to get about 15k for my car. Nice article overall! I think the
only flaws in this write up is that the title is a bit misleading. More importantly, even if you are
installing everything yourself, the biggest cost is left out â€” upgraded turbos. I think it is a
good write up. In order to complete your list, you will need a MAP sensor. If I am correct, the i
comes with 3. You can go to ecstuning. Its easy to install. I have a convertible, and I am at HP
now. After, I will re-tune my car. Good write up Jake. The 3. The JB4 on Map 5 will run you psi of
boost, and the race map will jump it to Very solid straight forward post man. I will agree with the
first comment and concede if we are purely considering stock bottom ends the 2jz can hold
gobs of power however as a package suspension, fuel delivery, drivability, luxury etc the takes
the cake. My first i was fbo no meth though I sold it to get another m3 because I felt it lacked
something. Unfortunately I totaled when an oncoming driver veered in my lane I was going to
get another when my dealer turned me on the IS. It has the m goodies my e92 m had dct,
suspension etc only lacking the limited slip. Sorry for the novel but the author is dead on bucks
or so will net you a hp reliable luxurious ride that handles as well as it drags. If your 17 Id keep
the STI. Save your money and buy a house with a garage and start investing in 20k or so worth
of tools to start. For example google diy oil filter housing gasket. IE RS5 etc. Not trying to offend
just offer advice and save you some bucks. Also it only gets 10mpg. People have more faith in a
high hp 2jz being reliable compared to a N54 as well. You should do more research on 2jz
before making such bold claims imo. Either way great articles and information source you have
on this website for potential N54 owners. Hey quick question, so I have the jb4 and I got the dcis
with it but I took them off for awhile due to it being in the shop and not wanting to void my
warranty. When I added the dcis again, they were making a hissing sound when I would
accelerate. Any input on that? Jake, I am looking forward to finally buy my BMW but I cat deside
to get a newer version with an n55 engine or get the n54, what would happen if I use all the mod
list you gently type down for us on this forum on a N55 engine?? I know the N54 is a much tune
friendly engine but a newer car sounds to me like a better option. If the N55 can put this amount
of power with this same mods or is better just to get the latest N54 version. Thanks a lot, hope
to hear from you soon. Favio â€” take a look at this article! Hey, not sure if anyone already
asked this but would these mods also work the same for a n55 i? Omar â€” yes, this applies to
the N55 as well. With the exception of the intake not being dual cones and the downpipes only
being a single pipe. Hi Jake, Great site and information! Much appreciated. Do I need to flash
back to stock before installing the JB4? I understand I can use my MHD app to flash a backend
flash via n54tech later. This is a great guide for horsepower gains, however the numbers are a
little bit off. A FBO N54 with inlets will not even come close to whp more like whp. N54 for life!
When you write about transmissions you state the manual is stronger than the auto. For a
primarily drive to the track only and drag race, what trans and trans modifications would you
recommend for the hp combo. There are tons of whp daily drivers out there on DCT, just expect
the transmission to get a little shotty once you start nearing the k mile mark. The DCT
transmission are great quality, we just recommend Manual transmissions when you are
shooting above whp since they are better built for high horsepower applications. Are you out of
your mind on the intakes? These machines have pressure zones and it is far more efficient to
keep the airbox it creates the pressure, removing it will make you LOOSE HP dude?? Would
love to see what proof you have. Jake hello and thank you for your blog, I absolutely love it!
After having been provided with such incredible information from your website and blogs
regarding upgrading the N54 engine and as a result I am considering very strongly getting the
piggyback JB4 to run the Map5 as suggested but prior thereto I wanted to run a quick question
by you, and the other participants in the thread â€¦. Also, can I put off upgrading the
Chargepipes and get away with the OEM until they eventually go south? Or are the upgraded
Chargingpipes and fire essential components I need prior to JB4 tuning in order to not damage
the engine? Tyler â€” It likely depends on where you take it obviously. I would really only take
the downpipes and intercooler to a shop since they are more of a hassle. Trying to install
downpipes without a lift is a pita. Thanks for your comment, love to hear you are enjoying your
N54 so far. You will be fine on the stock plugs and coils for awhile. He is also Colorado based
which does help given the lower weather temps. Just expect them to not last too long once you
start pushing some serious horsepower. The main reason that we recommend replacing it

immediately is cause they do blow rather easily and it will leave you stuck on the highway if this
happens. Zach is around k miles maybe k now and his transmission is slowly starting to wear
away, but he has also been running his setup for the past 40k miles. Can I make it to hp crank
without downpipes? Hard to instal and hard to find someone to do it for an xi. After some
research you seem to have the answers I want lol. Downpipes are really the only worthwhile
exhaust mod from a horsepower or efficiency perspective. Thanks I truly appreciate your
advice. I want to keep as a daily driver and just want a bit more performance. Its really a sweet
ride. I mainly use to haul my granddaughter around in. I have purchased a i-xdrive, where the
previous owner already added a quad exhaust flow. I have since upgraded to Dinan Stage 3
which I love. I respect regards to cooler spark plugs, ANY Turbo wishes to run cooler from
stock, knowing I have stage 3 Dinan, should I as well do 1 step cooler plugs? Thanks for your
comments. As for other recommendations, with stage 3 I assume you have intake, exhaust,
intercooler, and tune. Other than that you should probably get an upgraded chargepipe. Just
wondering as someone wanting to buy my first i what in your opinion is the best year model to
buy? Also, is anything at all different of the year models in terms of fuel economy? What kind of
fuel economy can you expect running a hp set up by following this article? Great post!! I was
surprised and happy to see you still responding to comments! Better late than never, right? I
just want to get it to hp â€” Would tuning looking at Cobb Accessport , DCI, upgraded
chargepipe and exhaust or do I even bother with an exhaust? And could I get away with not
getting a new intercooler? Al, thanks for reading â€” we do our best to respond to most
comments. Exhaust is way expensive and worthless from a performance perspective â€” only
get it if you want the added sound. So my recommendation: just get a JB4 and maybe a
chargepipe if you want to be safe. Out of curiosity in your opinion what HP would this put down.
The z4 35i models use the N54 engine. The mods mentioned in this post only apply to the N54
engine. Your the man Jake. I enjoyed most of the commentating, except for one 2 center
attempting to only pump up their chest at the beginning of this chain. I admire how you retained
your composure, kept an open mind, and still remained on trackâ€¦ There is always something
better and nothing is perfect. I look forward to hearing from you more and to our fellow N54
compadres. Thank you for the kind words! Someone will always be faster. Another car will
always look better. Yet another car will handle better. None of that really matters though; we
simply love the N As such, we finally released some N54 content that were rather big projects.
N54 twin turbo, single turbo, and data-logging guides all took up a good amount of our time.
Stay tuned! Albert, do you mean crank hp or whp. The bolt-on mods that give you the most hp
in order would be tune first, catless downpipes second, and intercooler third. Also, manuals put
down more power than automatics. That setup is good for up to whp. Once I got more than a
downpipe and started adding more bolt-ons I realized the JB4 is garbage. Inconsistent power
band, sporadic boost pressure, misfires, etc. Good luck dude!! Thank you for your very in-depth
comment. Though I think somewhere in the ballpark of whp is realistic with those basic mods.
We believe stock turbos will max somewhere in the range of whp with FBO on 93 pump gas.
Tune, intakes, downpipes, intercooler, and E30 should get you to whp pretty easily on a modest
psi. Not sure why you were having sporadic boost issues with the JB4. For those really pushing
the limits, then a JB4 with a custom back-end flash is going to be the best. He put down over
whp and it was an auto. Needless to say, his tranny was toast after 6 months though. Or it can
only be one? A few things here. This setup gives you the best of both worlds, in our opinion.
They may not hurt longevity or reliability, but nothing good will come from burble tunes.
Somewhat reliable is vague. Reliability in general is vague. More boost will create more heat.
That will put additional stress on the cooling system, gaskets, etc. More power and torque put
additional stress on the transmission, internals, etc. How much of an effect does this have on
the N54? But, some of it simply comes down to the luck of the draw. Some may call them
unreliable. Highly unlikely. It really just came down to the luck of the draw in our case. Can I get
information on the upgraded twins? Please email the article! Hey Jake thanks for replying. I
often visit this website for reference. Just had another question, so this puts a wear on the
transmission right? Is it just a little bit, or how bad is it? Would it last maybe years before the
transmission gives out? Thanks again I thank you for all your help and making this website for
all n54 tuners. You can always replace the transmission but it is costly to do so. In regards to
how long it will last, it can really be hit or miss. It was slipping a little bit in cold weather before
the transmission warmed up. However, a few months ago we flashed the XHP stage 3
transmission tune. Definitely recommend the XHP transmission flashes. For the most part,
expect the N54 to realistically make whp right in the crank hp ballpark on stock turbos. Hello
Zach, First off, let me say thank you so much for taking the time to write all these very
informative articles on the n I really appreciate the knowledge and the time you are taking to
write this and reply to others. Anyway, I was replacing the turbos on a i convertible with 90k

blowing oil and lots of smoke out the tailpipe and decided to upgrade, as the stock ones I was
going to put in were already showing a little wiggle in the wastegate. I always just fill up with 93
oct at the pump. When I complete this install, would I be able to get hp from 93 oct gas? Is there
anything else I would need to use the E85? Obviously the tune is different for E Do you use
some 93 and some E85 at a fillup? Is so, how do you know the ethanol content for the tune to be
safe on the engine? Thank you for any comments. I apologize if the question is completely
stupid. I am trying to understand the ethanol fuel. As I stated earlier, I am used to just pumping
93 oct and going. As you mentioned, that should not be stressing those turbos at all. Risk is still
there, but you should be safe at that power. Those turbos can likely make whp on pump gas. In
that case, you can stick with 93 oct or maybe run an EE50 tune. There are also flex fuel kits that
can read the E85 mix in the fuel system. However, this may be overkill. I hope I got everything
there. Thank you so much, Zach. Now I just have to figure out the programming on the mhd and
jb4, after finishing the install. We actually recently wrote a post about N54 fuel system upgrades
here. Fuel-it offers some good options. The route you go really depends greatly upon your goal
with the upgraded single. I am new to the BMW world but not to the car tuner scene. I own a
with a SR and have worked on and tuned it. My question is, can I follow the guides and
information you all have posted? I see a lot of it deals with the i with and N I find that hard to
believe since its still has a N54 engine and I doubt the head would have a different spark plug
thread or what ever. Any help would be great. I am leaning towards the side that even though it
says for i with an N54 it will still work on my IS. Congrats on the purchase â€” the is is a great
car. Fitment for most engine related components should be exactly the same as the regular E9x
i. Hey Jake, i went through some of your trouble shooting pages and i am still stumped. Its
seems to happen mainly after 4k RPMs until then its boosts perfectly fine no error codes no
check engine lights. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is dedicated to all things BMW Tuning related. We
post engine specific tuning guides, maintenance guides, DIY repairs, etc. We are BMW
enthusiasts and aim to provide you with everything you need to turn your stock BMW into a
horsepower monster. Our garage currently includes a i, i, and i. You can say we are somewhat
N54 fanatics. Want to Build a hp N54? If you have a Jb4, Cobb, etc. These should be replaced
every 15,, miles. Looking for more than hp? Upgraded Chargepipe When you reach the point of
hp or upwards, you are really going to need a performance chargepipe. Which are you
considering? Drop a comment and let us know! Comments Jakeâ€¦ I seriously think that you
should go back and re-examine your comments on the 2Jz.. Hey Brandon. Best, Jake. Hey
Freddy, Thanks for the comment. James, The 3. Anyways, thanks for the read and the comment!
I imagine to go with castles dp you have to tune out the error codes? Anyway to avoid
downpipes on road to hp? Andrew, Downpipes are really the only worthwhile exhaust mod from
a horsepower or efficiency perspective. Jake, First and foremost, I respect everything you have
written here! Few items I wish your feedback on. What else would you recommend, keeping in
mind I wish to keep my Dinan Stage 3 Any feedback would be received with high respects.
Sincerely JTMi. Hi JTMi, Thanks for your comments. Hi Jake, thanks for the well written and
concise info. How much would labour cost? Hi Jake, Great post!! Hi Len, The z4 35i models use
the N54 engine. Hi Joey, Thank you for the kind words! Hi Jonathan, Thank you for your very
in-depth comment. And I can make this horsepower while making the car someonewhat reliable
right? Hi Wulf, A few things here. Hi Wulf, You can always replace the transmission but it is
costly to do so. Hi Chris, Thank you for the kind words and detailed question. Enjoy the new
turbos and have some fun! Best Regards, Zach. Hi Eric, We actually recently wrote a post about
N54 fuel system upgrades here. Hello, I am new to the BMW world but not to the car tuner
scene. Hi Ira, Congrats on the purchase â€” the is is a great car. Thank You in advanced, Peter.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search the site Privacy
Policy. Thank you for visiting the LeatherSeats. Our high standards of customer service before
and after the sale have earned us a name that is well-known and well-trusted across the 3 Series
community. Unlike other companies on the web, our leather interiors are designed with the
do-it-yourselfer in mind so our warranty is honored whether you install the BMW leather
interiors, BMW leather interiors, and BMW leather interiors yourself or take it to a local
upholstery shop. We always want our customers to have control over the design of their BMW
custom interior, BMW custom interior, and BMW custom interior and so we have pre-selected a
variety of popular 3 Series leather interior patterns so each customer can select the pattern and
colors they want for their BMW custom leather interior, BMW leather interior, and BMW custom
leather interior. You can find these two-tone styles below in the Pattern Archive section below.
However, if these patterns are not exactly what you are looking for then just call us and let us
know what you are wanting. We will do our best to put together a custom 3 Series leather

package that is exactly what you are looking for at a reasonable cost. However, major pattern
changes are fairly expensive depending on the complexity of the design. All pattern changes
inquiries will go through our bespoke project manager. Anything you can design, we will do our
best to build. Our BMW leather seats, BMW leather seats, and BMW leather seats are made with
top grain, vat dyed, automotive grade leather hides, and are finished in a European style, milled
pebble. We use this same automotive grade hides for all our BMW leather seats, BMW leather
seats, and BMW leather seats so if you are looking for not only BMW leather seats, but also raw
materials to complete the conversion or customization of your interior then we have what you
need. We want to be your one stop shop for all your custom 3 Series leather interior products.
We also offer an option to upgrade the quality of the leather used in your new interior package.
The upgrade leather line is referred to as the Ecstasy Collection and is a full line of top quality
FULL Grain Italian aniline dyed protected automotive leathers. All Ecstasy leather hides are a
finished using only grade A Brahma Bull gull grain crusts. The manufacturing process uses a
fully protected aniline finish with a final layer of color pigment to ensure color consistency
throughout the hide. As of now we are only offering the Ecstasy leather upgrade on all of our
local custom interior fabrication jobs as well as a selected number of our production leather kit
patterns. Also, the Ecstasy leather colors line is somewhat limited If you are interested in more
information or a price quote for your 3 Series Ecstasy leather interior then please give us a call
or click the Build Your Own Interior button above. One of our most asked question after "What
does this company sell? This leather interior installation guide should answer many general
questions concerning installation as well as give you a very good idea of what is involved in the
installation of our 3 Series leather seat kits. You can also access our LeatherSeats section of
our website which holds the general installation guide as well as a lot of other tips and tricks
that a do-it-yourself would find helpful with their first install. Our sales staff has extensive
training on all of our products and should be able to answer or find the answer to any question
you might have. Thank you for visiting LeatherSeats. Pattern Archive. Two-Tone Combo.
Two-Tone Body. Two-Tone Centers. Two-Tone Facings. Two-Tone Inserts. Special Packages. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no
visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or
cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle
ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical
issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or
body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any
tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the
vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get
the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from
CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate
My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate?

Estimated values for the BMW 3 Series. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value"
might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given
vehicle's market value. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the
mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want
to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A
number of factors will affect how much a BMW 3 Series is worth. For starters, you'll need
information such as the year, mileage,
trifive
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condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds,
input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a BMW 3 Series, or
any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head
to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value
along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so
it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the BMW 3 Series. We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the BMW 3 Series and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal
here. To understand if the BMW 3 Series is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert
and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up.

